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Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BDS-HBH850-CE Blender-Blender, HAMILTON BEACH, with 1.8 liter
polycarbonate glass, High Performance and quiet blend
version (silencer plexiglass bell), with Wave Action
system, V.230/1, Kw.1.00, Weight 10, 57 Kg,
dim.mm.229x305x483h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

BLENDER-BLENDER, HAMILTON BEACH brand, with 1.8 liter polycarbonate glass  , HIGH PERFORMANCE and QUIET BLEND versions
:
.

professional blender ideal for producing more than 75 cocktails a day ;
equipped with a soundproof bell with sensor to eliminate annoying noises during the making of the cocktail (Quiet Blend version);
the patented 'one touch sensor blending' technology continuously monitors the blender motor and speed automatically determining
when the drink has reached the perfect consistency;
automatic shutdown : as soon as the drink is perfectly creamy, the blender stops, avoiding blending the ingredients excessively or
insufficiently;
super-creamy Drink Profile : the Wave action system, thanks to the speed and design of the blades, reduces the ice from a granita to a
creamy drink;
cavitation control : detects when cavitation occurs and alerts the operator to add more liquid;
Airflow Deflector : A dual fan constantly circulates cool air around the motor for back-to-back blending and longer blender life;
container sensor : stops the motor when the container is not correctly positioned, reducing wear due to incorrect use;
equipped with 4 stainless steel blades and Wave Action system which guarantees a continuous and constant mix , for lump-free,
perfectly blended drinks;
the Wave Action system continuously pushes the dough downwards towards the blades for better homogeneity, unlike normal
blenders which push the ingredients against the sides of the container leaving some parts intact away from the blades;
ideal for whole ice cubes;
touchpad controls with 4 programmable keys ;
cycle programming via USB ;
it has an engine with a power of 3 HP;
convertible for benchtop use ;
Sure Grip non-slip rubber feet , which allow you to keep the blender firmly on your counter;
suitable for all bars, yogurt shops and ice cream parlors that want to integrate the production of their activities, offering customers the
opportunity to enjoy an exotic cocktail, an artisanal granita or an iced milkshake.

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 5060
motor power capacity (Kw) 1,00

breadth (mm) 229
depth (mm) 305
height (mm) 483

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BDS-6126-650-CE

Tempest polycarbonate blender glass lt. 1.9
complete with blades
Blender glass in polycarbonate for HAMILTON BEACH
Tempest lt. 1.9 complete with blades
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